
JANE BERTHA LINK IN JANE EYRE

Carol Atherton explores the character of Bertha Mason in Jane Eyre through of her character must take account of her
relationship with Jane.

In both cases, the country house becomes oppressive to its owner because of its association with the mad, bad
wife. At this point Jane decides to go back to him and when she finds him they are finally married. Oh, I have
no respect for myself when I think of that act! Olivia, however, draws no sense of identity from either the
private house or the public world, and drifts through life as if eternally condemned to sit in the window-seat.
PDF k Signaler ce document 1Although the intertextual link between Rebecca and Jane Eyre has been patently
obvious to many readers, no reference, either explicit or implicit, can be found in the later novel. Note: The
details of her appearance and actions Rochester's behaviour towards her In the scene in which Rochester takes
Jane and the others to the attic to see Bertha. This latter quality is connected both with a capacity to control the
lives of others as well as her own, and with an extremely active and diverse sexuality, as her affair with Jack
Favell, along with her ambiguous, half-lesbian bond with Mrs Danvers, suggests. Her relatives encouraged
me; competitors piqued me; she allured me: a marriage was achieved almost before I knew where I was. You
need no more be ashamed of telling him than of thinking them by yourself. Jane intrinsically possesses that
strength and autonomy which allows her to overcome obstacles â€”among which the Other Woman looms up
ominouslyâ€” by projecting them outside herself and confronting them rationally. Gilbert and Gubar's The
Madwoman in the Attic In , two American academics, Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar, published a
ground-breaking volume of feminist literary history, called The Madwoman in the Attic: the Woman Writer
and the Nineteenth-Century Literary Imagination In this study, Bertha Rochester comes to symbolise the more
general sense in which the female voice was often silenced or muffled in the nineteenth century, both in
society and in literature. And, when Thornfield comes to represent a state of servitude and submission for
Jane, Bertha burns it to the ground. It is by marrying her that he hopes to redeem his life. Years of violence,
insanity, and confinement in an attic destroy Bertha's looks: when she sees Bertha in the middle of the night,
Jane describes Bertha as looking "savage", even going so far as to compare her with a "German vampire ".
The two secrets are similar first wives who were brilliant but immoral , and both have attempted to rid
themselves of their wives by illegal means. South Riding is also tempted by the triangle and abandons it with
pain, but its conclusion is more like that hoped for by Woolf: Sarah and Mrs Beddows share a committee
room. In this time there was no sequence, no development. By contrast, the second part is narrated by the
young Mr Rochester and describe his marriage to Antoinette and its disastrous consequences. The effect of the
story for the reader, therefore, is extremely chilling, since we recognise a dangerous syndrome without being
able to help its immediate victim. In To the Lighthouse the decay of the holiday house takes the foreground
during time in which the war happens and people die; South Riding is similarly permeated with the aftermath
of war, in which the crumbling of Maythorpe has much larger resonances: The neglected lawns grew tall as a
watered meadow. Despite not loving her, Rochester attempts to save Bertha from a fire she starts in the house
when she again escapes. Had we not better plunge off the bridge into the river; give up the game, declare that
the whole of human life is a mistake and so end it? Because they reveal their own nature it is reflected through
the nature in the settings of the novel, unlike any of the other women in the book. Despite apparent
improvements in the position of women, therefore, it is clear that the relationship of power between men and
women had changed little, so that a novel like Jane Eyre which dealt with gender-relations in was still highly
relevant in this period. In similar vein, Patsy Stoneman lists the following plot similarities: The young heroine
is like Jane Eyre in being an orphan, humble, shy and diffident, and her occupation, as companion to a rich
lady, is similar in status to that of a Victorian governess. In the Bluebeard myth, knowing about Rebecca is
precisely what is forbidden to the young wife. The difference is that Jane has been endowed, from the start,
with the use and mastery of language. Rebecca raises to explicitness what is only obliquely suggested and
hinted at in Jane Eyre, that is the sexual nature of such knowledge. We may guess that many of these devotees
were women. Blain et al. On the other hand, however, they derive their spellbinding force from the suggestion
of horror which they contain. It would therefore appear that to Daphne Du Maurier the mad woman in Jane
Eyre is an abject avatar of the same mythic figure of the Fatal Woman which she herself elaborates into a
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more complex figure of power. Further revelations Only gradually is the truth revealed. Despite never being
alone with her, and supposedly having had scarcely any interaction or conversation with her, he married her
for her wealth and beauty, and with fierce encouragement from his own father and the Mason family. Smith
ed. In Bertha Jane saw what could become of her so she strongly resisted what she wanted the most. Let it
blaze! But this closure is displaced, paradoxically, to the very opening of the novel which introduces the
reader to the after Manderley life of the De Winters, where he is presented with a marriage situation which
strongly resembles the one at the end of Jane Eyre.


